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No. 13 
 
 
 

DATE:  March 21, 2016 

 
 
 
SUBJECT:  OME Replacement Primary Control 
 
This notice only involves service parts for the OME Beckett AFG Burner.  Has no effect on the production 
burner that is shipped with the furnace.  Recently, it was discovered that the Programmable Honeywell Primary 
Control R7284, provided in AOPS7739 will not fit on the OME Burner due to an interference with the clean out 
tube and plug. Again there is no problem with the fit of the Genisys Primary Control that is shipped on the 
burner.  
 
Thermo Products made a decision several years ago to use the R7284 Honeywell Primary control as a replace 
part for all Genisys controls that utilized a Post Purge. This eliminated the number of different primary controls 
that we would need to stock. The R7284 is field programmable so the dealer could program the control to his 
specific needs so only one control was needed.  With the Genisys control it could be reprogrammed but the 
Dealer needs the contractor tool to reprogram. 
 
The OME furnace was the first Mobile Home furnace that utilized the external clean out tube and also has a 2 
min post purge.  Due to the size of the vestibule, space is limited and the R7284 will not fit on the burner 
junction box because of the clean out tube being in the way. Therefore we will stock the Genisys R7505P-
152M control, Thermo Pride Part# 380207 as a field replacement. 
 
Please pass this information on to your Dealers that use the OME furnace.  Also if they have purchased OME 
Parts Kits, AOPS2690, they will need to exchange the Primary control, part # AOPS7739 for the Genisys 
R7505P-152M, Thermo Pride part# 380207.  These controls should be in stock by the first of April.  
 
Should you have further questions, please contact Thermo Pride Technical Service at 1-800-348-5130.  


